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‘iPod’ + ‘broadcast’ = Podcast (Ben Hammersley)
feisty debates
deep dives on specialist topics
get the latest ‘goss’
learn how to do stuff
really interesting people
fun to listen to

So, could this be you?
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Going straight to the ‘how’ and ‘what’ without the ‘why’!
‘Likers’ are the worst group to give you feedback on your ideas (they don’t want to hurt 

your feelings). 
Pretty good idea of your ‘ideal customer/listener’
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Your time poor prospects don’t have time to read or watch your content. 
Broadcasting ideas, expertise and knowledge expands your influence. 
Show you’re entertaining, fun and controversial side 
‘Connectedness’ to your team, customers and industry with storytelling
Alternative to blogs and newsletters
Podcast or Vodcast?
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“Can I see myself, my guests and my listeners still being ‘interested or interesting’ after 
12 months and for the next 12 after that?”
Frequency
Name
Concept 
Logo image
Themes
Podcast series plan and episode ‘show notes’
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1. Short 10 second musical ‘stinger’ 
2. Welcome including name and ‘strap line’ 
3. Brief intro to the episode and to each guest with one line responses (‘stinger’).
4. ‘Deeper dive’ into guest’s relationship to the show topic
5. 3 rounds of ‘open questions’ for discussion and debate (‘stingers’)
6. Ask each panel member to sum up their viewpoint
7. Thank all, ‘breadcrumb’ the next episode’s content and farewell
8. Final ‘stinger’
Prep 6 to 12 episodes before release
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In a home office or studio, great audio quality, but hard to get everyone ‘in the room’
Across Zoom or Google Hangouts, lower audio quality, but with the option to record 
video, no travel and at any time
Over the phone ‘TapeACall’, lower audio quality
At a Café or on stage for a ‘live’ feeling
Combination of all four
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Rode SC6-L mobile interview kit - $300:
2 lavalier (lapel) microphones
‘splitter’ device - laptop or mobile phone.

Alitu bundle - $30 per month
produce and publish your episodes
website blog
Limited editing features
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‘How long is a piece of string?’
Editing is an art
Maintain the natural flow of conversations
Minimal editing for most episodes:

Coughs, heavy breaths, extended ‘ums’ and ‘ahhs’
Use Audacity for editing

Free and very stable
Can also be used for direct recording
Easy production of MP3 format episodes
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integrate your podcasts into your Wordpress blog
using the BluBrry PowerPress plugin

Case study: ‘Funny about books’ podcast
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